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ENHANCED DATA CAPTURE FROM IMAGED 
DOCUMENTS 

RELATED APPLICATION 

[0001] This application claims a priority ?ling date based 
upon provisional patent application Serial No. 60/224,837 
?led Aug. 11, 2000. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] This invention relates to the general ?eld of optical 
scanning to collect data and digital images from documents, 
and Within that ?eld to enhanced methods and apparatus for 
locating, identifying and interpreting such data and images. 
Although the methods and apparatus described herein may 
be useful in other related tasks, the most common usage is 
likely to be in the processing and scoring of standardiZed 
assessment tests. 

[0004] 2. Description of the Prior Art 

[0005] Optical and electronic technology has provided 
methods of effectively and ef?ciently collecting data in 
digital electronic forms. To avoid the costs in time and 
money of manual data entry, various methodologies have 
been developed to capture data directly “on-line”. Nonethe 
less, much quantitative data are still collected by being 
Written on paper documents. In the ?eld of education, 
students are routinely asked to answer test questions on 
paper. Commercial institutions routinely use paper forms 
such as application forms, claim forms, change of address 
forms, assignment forms, and many others. Businesses 
survey customer satisfaction and employee attitudes by 
having them respond on paper documents. Publicly held 
companies send stockholders paper forms for voting. Other 
elections and lotteries use paper documents. 

[0006] In order to avoid costly and sometimes inaccurate 
key-entry of data from the paper forms to electronic format, 
automated systems have been designed to convert the marks 
on the form directly into electronic data. Some applications 
have been highly successful, notably in the processing of 
lottery tickets and the processing of student test responses, 
especially in the area of standardiZed tests. For both of these 
applications, hoWever, specialiZed machines and specialiZed 
paper must be used. Machines for reading lottery tickets are 
highly specialiZed and have little potential for applications 
outside their intended area. In the area of standardiZed tests, 
specialiZed “OMR” (Optical Mark Recognition) systems 
scan data from the student response forms. These “OMR 
scanners” are systems With hardWare enabled resolution of 
OMR marks, and typically require that the response docu 
ments be produced With extremely tight tolerances for the 
paper, the inks, and precise location of the printing on the 
forms. 

[0007] For broader applications, tWo optical reading 
approaches have been taken. The ?rst is based on using 
OMR scanners and forms printed speci?cally for OMR 
systems. Customer satisfaction surveys and election ballots 
have been processed using such OMR technology. Because 
of the high precision of the forms and the machines, these 
applications provide accurate conversion of respondent 
marks into data. Although early OMR systems required that 
the respondent use a “#2 pencil”, this Was largely overcome 
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by visual spectrum read mechanisms Which can recogniZe 
blue or black pen, ballpoint, marker, and/or pencil as being 
intended marks. TWo draWbacks remain, hoWever; the forms 
are expensive to produce and they often “look like a test”. 

[0008] The second approach, used as an alternative to 
OMR systems, is based on scanning systems designed for 
document storage and retrieval. In such systems, a digitiZed 
image of the document is captured through the use of an 
“image scanner”. Although some image scanners can cap 
ture shades of gray ranging from pure White to black 
(gray-scale scanning) and others can capture shades of color 
(color scanning), data collecting systems typically convert 
the scanned image of the document into a bi-tonal (black and 
White)image in Which each location or “pixel” Within the 
image is presented as on or off. Data elements are then 
extracted from the bi-tonal images. 

[0009] Such bi-tonal imaging systems generally have 
some means to locate speci?c areas of a form, and then 
extract data from those areas. The extraction may include 
conversion of printed barcodes into text or numeric data 
(barcode conversion). It may include conversion of machine 
printed characters into text (Optical Character Recognition, 
or OCR). It may include Writing the entire image or part of 
the image to one or more computer ?les including data ?les 
Which are part of a database. It may include converting areas 
containing handprinted text characters into text (Handprint 
Recognition). It may include converting areas containing 
discrete response areas into data (a form of OMR). 

[0010] The term “scanning” has many different techno 
logical meanings. In this context, “scanning” refers to using 
optical scanning methods to extract data from sheets of 
paper. Scanning can be accomplished With specialiZed hard 
Ware systems that capture data from sheets using OMR. In 
such hardWare-based OMR systems, a specialiZed “read 
head” is used to recogniZe and record the presence of marks 
in predetermined locations as the paper progresses through 
the machine and passes the read head. Scanning data from 
sheets of paper can also be accomplished through the use of 
image scanners. 

[0011] The folloWing sections identi?es problems that are 
associated With locating marks in the scanned data, discrimi 
nating betWeen intended and unintended or spurious marks, 
and the requirements for precise and expensive forms. 

[0012] Locating a Target Response Area: 

[0013] Using OMR as an example, an “OMR response 
target” is a location on a form indicating Where to make a 
response mark for OMR processing. The target is normally, 
but not necessarily, indicated by a preprinted circle, box or 
other shape on the form. A major task for any scanning 
system to process OMR marks is to locate each response 
position in the image. While the printed target shoW the 
respondent exactly Where to make a mark to have it regis 
tered as an intended response, there must be a means for the 
scanning system to locate in the image the area correspond 
ing to the target in order to examine that area for the 
presence of an intended response. 

[0014] Locating the Target With Traditional OMR: 

[0015] In hardWare-based OMR scanners, all response 
positions are located in a ?xed location along a vector at 
right angles to the movement of the paper. With standard 81/2 
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by 11 inch documents, the paper moves along the 11 inch 
dimension, so that the ?xed positions are across the 81/2 inch 
dimension. One edge of the paper is designated as the 
“reference” edge. As the sheet of paper is transported 
through the machine, the reference edge abuts a guide or rail. 
The response positions are located in absolute dimensions 
from that guide or rail to de?ne a roW or line of response 
positions With the centers of the response positions aligned 
at right angles to the reference edge. Positions Within the 
roW may be referred to as the “columns” of the response 
positions. 

[0016] Successive roWs of response positions are arrayed 
along the reference edge. In some early machines, these 
roWs are located by absolute dimensions from the top of the 
sheet of paper. More recently, hoWever, the roWs are located 
by a printed mark on the paper. A series of marks aligned 
With the reference edge of the paper locates the series of 
roWs, resulting in a matrix of multiple roWs and columns of 
OMR positions. Typically, the series of these marks are said 
to be located in the “timing track”, and each mark Within the 
series is referred to as a “timing mark”. Instructions on hoW 
to prepare a form for traditional OMR are disclosed, if 
further reference is Wanted, in Pluta, et al. (US. Pat. No. 
5,664,076). Aconstraint on the creation of these forms is that 
the printed information on the forms must precisely match 
the speci?cations for the form. 

[0017] In traditional OMR systems, a special ink is 
selected to print the targets. This ink absorbs little or no light 
in the spectrum processed by the optical system so that, if 
there is no other mark in an area printed in this ink, the 
system interprets the area as not having any mark. Some 
OMR systems use the infrared spectrum for processing since 
pencil lead absorbs much of the infrared light, While others 
use visual spectrum light. 

[0018] For forms With timing tracks, a second, typically 
black, ink is used. This ink absorbs light in the appropriate 
spectrum and therefore can be recogniZed by the optical 
devices and processed by the system. This ink is used to 
print the timing tracks and other marks Which may identify 
the type of form and/or the particular document. 

[0019] A problem With traditional OMR is that the mark 
made by the respondent may not be recogniZed as an 
intended mark When the mark is not at the precise location 
being processed by the system. This mis-alignment of the 
mark to the process area can be caused by many factors. One 
possibility is that the respondent made the mark outside the 
target position, but mis-alignment can also be caused by 
discrepancies in the forms themselves, in the equipment 
processing the forms, or in the manner in Which the forms 
move physically through the equipment. 

[0020] The potential for mis-alignment errors is a systemic 
problem associated With the physical characteristics of the 
scanning system, as explained, for example in Koch, et al. 
(US. Pat. No. 4,857,715). 

[0021] Traditional OMR scanners have a loW tolerance for 
offset, misregistration, and poor print or paper quality in the 
forms. In particular, the timing tracks on scannable forms for 
OMR scanners must be printed to high standards of print 
quality and print alignment to insure that an acceptably high 
percentage of completed forms can later be properly scanned 
and scored. 
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[0022] The systemic problems of the OMR scanners may 
result in the target positions printed on the form to be shifted 
left or right of the locations or columns of locations being 
processed by the hardWare. As a consequence, the OMR 
system does not “look” Where the respondent Was shoWn to 
make the marks, but looks instead to the left or the right, 
increasing the potential that an intended mark Will be 
missed. This problem may be caused by the form pulling 
aWay from the guide or rail, or by the OMR device being 
misadjusted so that the reading mechanism shifts the loca 
tion at Which marks are processed closer to or further aWay 
from the guide or rail, or by printing the response positions 
on the form too close or too far from the reference edge. All 
of these cause the system to process OMR locations that are 
shifted left or right from the locations marked by the 
respondent. 
[0023] A more insidious systemic problem occurs When 
the spacing betWeen columns on the form is larger or less 
than the spacing processed by the hardWare system. If this 
happens, some targets may be exactly aligned With the area 
Where the hardWare processes While others are shifted left or 
right, With the deviations increasing from one edge of the 
form to another. This can be caused by improperly printed 
documents, but more often is due to documents expanding 
or shrinking as a function of changing humidity and tem 
perature. On individual forms, this can also be caused by 
stress, folding, or other manipulation of the form before it is 
scanned. 

[0024] OMR positions printed on the form can also be 
systematically higher or loWer than the locations processed 
by the scanning hardWare. Since many OMR forms utiliZe 
track marks, this can occur When the track marks are not in 
exact alignment With the targets printed on the form. 

[0025] Perhaps the most common and severe cause of 
mis-aligned response positions is When forms are “skeWed” 
relative to the reading mechanism. This generally occurs 
When the reference edge of the paper is not perfectly parallel 
to the guide or rail. Even small deviations from parallel can 
move the response positions aWay from their correct posi 
tion. The horiZontal alignment of the response positions on 
the form correspond closely to the locations processed by 
the system only at the top of the form. As the reference edge 
of the form is further and further from the guide or rail, the 
horiZontal alignment of the target locations and the locations 
processed by the machine are increasingly divergent. In a 
similar manner, the vertical locations of response positions 
adjacent to the timing tracks correspond closely to the 
vertical locations processed by the system, While response 
positions at the opposite edge of the form are increasingly 
displaced. The effects of the horiZontal and vertical mis 
alignment are cumulative, so that the misalignment is great 
est for response positions at the edge of the form farthest 
from the timing tracks and at the end of the form farthest 
from the guide or rail. 

[0026] Because of the extent to Which skeWed forms 
jeopardize the accuracy of the OMR process, most systems 
are designed reject forms that are not almost exactly parallel 
With the guide or rail. Typically, forms that are not parallel 
to the guide or rail cause the scanner to stop, or at least cause 
the form to be rejected, so that the form must be read again. 

[0027] Similar to skeWed forms, if the optical read head is 
not exactly perpendicular to the guide or rail, the vertical 
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location of response positions adjacent to the timing tracks 
Will correspond closely to the vertical locations processed by 
the system, While response positions at the opposite edge of 
the form Will be in locations increasingly different from 
those processed by the system. 

[0028] Solution to the above problems have been proposed 
by Kamada, et al. (US. Pat. No. 5,099,340) and by Kits 
(US. Pat. No. 5,291,592). Forms are printed With timing 
tracks on both edges of the paper so that the vertical 
locations of all marks are de?ned by the lines connecting 
corresponding marks on opposite edges. In a similar manner, 
timing tracks are printed at the top and bottom of each sheet 
so that the horiZontal locations of all marks are de?ned by 
the lines. 

[0029] Locating the Target With Bi-Tonal Imaging Sys 
tems: 

[0030] Some systems such as Keogh et al. (US. Pat. No. 
5,134,669) utiliZe the timing tracks on traditional OMR 
forms to locate intended response areas in the scanned 
image. These systems are based on the general assumption 
that the digital image is an perfect representation of the 
paper form, such that locations in the form and image 
conform exactly. Such systems suffer from the potential 
problems With traditional OMR systems and cannot over 
come skeW, stretch, or other distortions of the document 
prior to or during the image capture process. 

[0031] Others methods have been used to locate OMR 
positions Within a bitmapped, bi-tonal image. Systems such 
as that exempli?ed in Shepard (US. Pat. No. 5,140,139) 
start With a template derived from an ansWer form so that the 
target boxes locating the response positions appear in the 
template in an ink that is read by the scanner. The template 
is scanned and the boxes located, and the coordinates of the 
boxes is stored in memory. The forms are then scanned and 
softWare is used to align the respondent’s form With the 
template. Once the respondent’s form is properly aligned, 
the OMR response positions are established by their knoWn 
locations on the mask. This process suffers from the problem 
that, since the target is printed in an ink processed by the 
scanner, any marks made by the respondent on the target 
itself can not be used in determining Whether there is an 
intended mark in the response area. 

[0032] Still others processes, such as described in Reid 
Green, et al. (US. Pat. No. 5,001,769) use a series of 
“reference marks” and then transform the image of the 
respondent’s form to correspond to the expected image. The 
computer performs a bilinear transformation on each page. 
As a result, the stored data corresponding to all of the ?eld 
coordinates is transformed, so that the computer knoWs 
Where those coordinates are to be found in the data repre 
senting the scanned form. 

[0033] Such a procedure effectively overcomes skeW, 
stretch, and other systematic distortions of the form or the 
image of the form, but may require excessive computer 
resources to properly register the entire sheet. 

[0034] Problems in “Reading” the Mark at the Response 
Position: 

[0035] Another major task in processing OMR types of 
response positions is to determine Whether to record or read 
What may or may not be a mark at the response position. 
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This task is typically done through tWo processes: normal 
iZation and mark determination. 

[0036] The ?rst process, normaliZation, ensures that marks 
are read uniformly throughout the form. On some systems, 
such as shoWn by Apperson, et al. (US. Pat. No. 6,079,624), 
normaliZation is achieved by calibrating the scanner. One or 
more standard or reference sheets are read through the 
scanner, and manual or automated revieW is used to ensure 
uniformity and accuracy in the values read. This process has 
been used for both traditional OMR and for image scanning 
systems, such as shoWn in Sakano (US. Pat. No. 4,760,464). 

[0037] On some systems, special hardWare or softWare is 
used to examine each sheet and ensure uniformity over the 
entire sheet. This type of normaliZation procedure has the 
advantage of adjusting for the paper being read, ie if one 
sheet of paper is darker than another, such as might occur 
from lots manufactured at different times, the same mark 
might read differently on the tWo sheets if the normaliZation 
is only based on an initial calibration. It is also possible to 
use a normaliZation routine Which utiliZes an initial calibra 
tion folloWed by a re?nement for each sheet. 

[0038] Mark determination is the process used to make a 
determination of Whether a mark at the response position is 
an intended response. Mark determination is best accom 
plished using the normaliZed readings. 

[0039] Mark Determination With Traditional OMR: 

[0040] Traditional OMR systems are set to recogniZe 
marks based on the extent to Which the entire response 
position is covered With a complete, dark mark. The tradi 
tional OMR scanner determines the “darkness” of a mark at 
each de?ned position. Typically, the darkness is rated on a 
numeric scale from 0 to 15, With no mark at all stored as a 
0 and a solid black mark stored as a 15. 

[0041] Calculation of the “darkness” of a mark Will gen 
erally be made for a response area With some pre-determined 
height and Width. Often the Width of the OMR area is 
determined by the light sensing hardWare. The height of the 
OMR area can be determined by the Width of the timing 
marks, by hardWare or softWare settings, and/or by the 
characteristics of the light sensing hardWare. 

[0042] Mark Determination With Bi-tonal Imaging Sys 
tems: 

[0043] For bi-tonal systems, detecting the presence of a 
mark in an OMR area is generally based on counting the 
number or percentage of black pixels Within the area of a 
response position. 

[0044] One problem With such systems deals With the 
establishment of the bi-tonal image. Smudges and apparent 
erasures are generally converted to White, While solid marks 
are generally converted to black. HoWever, there may be no 
difference betWeen a light pencil mark and a smudge or 
erasure, so that the conversion may be in error. Since there 
is no discrimination betWeen a light mark and a dark mark 
once the image has been converted to a bi-tonal image, stray 
marks through a response position can look the same as 
intended marks. 

[0045] When the bi-tonal image is created, in many cases 
the printed target Will be converted to black, and Will 
increase the apparent number of black pixels Within the 
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response area if not otherwise compensated. One method of 
treating this situation is to “mask out”, or change to White 
(i.e. no mark), pixels corresponding to the preprinted target. 
This process, hoWever, decreases the number of pixels being 
utilized in determining the presence of an intended mark and 
removes entire sub areas Within the area of the response 
position from consideration. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0046] The invention is concerned primarily With the 
processing of OMR type marks identi?ed from images 
captured by an imaging scanner. The invention relates to 
methods of locating and identifying OMR marks through the 
interpretation of a captured image of the document using a 
gray-scale or color captured image. The fall image of the 
sheet is captured, and then the “target” areas for possible 
responses are located Within the image based upon an 
expected location being adjusted as necessary for certain 
error-inducing defects in the forms or scanning process. 

[0047] In one embodiment, the invention includes a 
method of locating an area of interest Within a digital image 
of a form captured by an imaging scanner by locating edges 
of the captured image of the form Within a total pixel scan 
captured by the scanner, then determining a sheet position 
parameter or parameters from the location of the edges, then 
adjusting the expected location of the area based upon the 
sheet position parameter(s). 

[0048] Asimilar adjustment of the expected location of the 
area of interest can be obtained from locating key marks, 
tracking marks or speed marks in the image and de?ning an 
adjustment parameter based on the image location compared 
to the expected location of the key, tracking or speed marks. 

[0049] The invention therefore provides a novel method of 
optical mark reading (OMR) using a digital imaging scan 
ner, by locating edges of the captured image of the sheet or 
key or speed marks Within a total pixel scan captured by the 
scanner, then determining a sheet position parameter or key 
mark or speed parameter, then adjusting the expected loca 
tion of the OMR response target based upon the param 
eter(s), interrogating the darkness value of pixels Within a 
proscribed area determined from the adjusted expected 
location, and making a mark determination based upon the 
darkness values. 

[0050] The invention further includes methods of normal 
iZing the darkness value of pixels captured from a form by 
an optical scanning device by de?ning an area of the form 
to examine for determining pixel normaliZation parameters, 
identifying the pixel darkness value corresponding to the 
least amount of light re?ected Within the area; determining 
a normaliZation scale such that the pixel darkness value 
corresponding to the least amount of light re?ected corre 
sponds to a darkness value corresponding approximately to 
pure black, and applying the normaliZation scale to the 
recorded darkness values to create normaliZed darkness 
values. A similar method can be employed using the dark 
ness value of pixels re?ecting the greatest amount of light in 
the area and determining a normaliZation scale correspond 
ing to pure White. Alternatively, both least and greatest vales 
can be used to create a normaliZation scale. Similar methods 
can be used for color scale other than gray. 

[0051] The invention further relates to methods to pre 
cisely convert intended response marks to data through an 
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analysis of the relative darkness of the pixels in the target 
area to determine if a mark is an intended response. 

[0052] Although the invention is primarily directed at 
processing OMR marks, the methods and apparatus can be 
used to provide bar code conversion, hand print recognition, 
OCR, and storage of clipped images. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0053] FIG. 1 shoWs the steps used to resolve an OMR 
response position using a preferred form of the invention. 

[0054] FIG. 2 shoWs tWo examples of “Predetermined 
Response Matrix” speci?cations (PRMs); one PRM is 
appropriate for forms that have timing tracks, While the other 
is appropriate for forms printed With a series of key marks 
to locate a matrix of response positions. 

[0055] FIG. 3 shoWs improper responses made by respon 
dents and an alternative PRM response position de?nition 
that can permit identi?cation of these intended responses. 

[0056] FIG. 4 shoWs distortions in locations of OMR 
positions as a result of skeW. 

[0057] FIG. 5 shoWs various marks or items that can be 
used as key marks including track marks. 

[0058] FIG. 6 shoWs a form With enhanced timing tracks. 

[0059] FIG. 7 shoWs the extraction of 120 DPI roWs and 
pixels from images scanned at various densities. 

[0060] FIG. 8 shoWs proximity Weights and correspond 
ing pixel Weighting matrix used to determine total mark 
intensities. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0061] The invention is described in embodiments for 
processing OMR response forms With an imaging scanner to 
identify and resolve intended response marks on the form. 
The steps utiliZed in the preferred embodiment to process 
the form for intended marks are summariZed in FIG. 1. 

[0062] While this preferred embodiment uses the FIG. 1 
set of steps: including locating the sheet, speed marks and 
key marks in the image to determine parameters With Which 
to adjust the expected location of an OMR target or other 
area of interest, an adjustment to the expected location could 
be made from any of the parameters alone or in different 
combination. Further, the steps for normaliZation of pixel 
values described herein can also be used With a traditional 
OMR scanning device. 

[0063] The invention provides methods to locate OMR 
response positions Within scanned images of a response 
form. The methods relate to the calculation of parameters to 
locate the OMR response positions. In one aspect, the 
invention provides a tWo-stage process for calculating the 
parameters. In the ?rst step, the image of the physical sheet 
is located Within the total scanned image area and the 
physical “skeW” of the document as Well as physical stretch 
or shrink in both vertical and horiZontal dimensions are 
calculated. The location, stretch/shrink, and skeW are used to 
set the “Sheet Position Parameters”. 

[0064] In order to perform the second stage, the system 
must have some method of knoWing the “expected” location 
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of critical pre-printed marks on the form and some method 
of knowing the “expected” location of response positions 
that might be needed. In the current preferred embodiment 
of this invention, these expected locations are determined 
through the use of “Predetermined Read Matrix” speci?ca 
tions, or “PRM”s. These PRMs are based upon the intended 
format of the form and the concept of an “idealiZed captured 
image” of the form. The idealiZed image assumes that the 
physical form actually being scanned corresponds exactly to 
the dimensions and layout of the intended form, ie perfectly 
registered printing, exact siZing, and no shrink/stretch or 
other distortion from humidity, crumpling or other source. 
The idealiZed image further assumes perfect quality control 
of the scanning process, ie no sheet skeW, no scanning 
angle or distance errors, no distortion caused by scanning 
speed variances, and the like. Thus, the idealiZed captured 
image corresponds to the image that Would theoretically be 
captured if the perfect form is scanned by the perfect 
scanning process. The PRM speci?cations for the 
“expected” location of areas of interest in the captured 
image are based upon this idealiZed image. 

[0065] As used in this context, an “area of interest” is an 
area of the form or image encompassing scannable infor 
mation such as key marks, timing marks, bar codes, OMR 
response targets, signature lines, machine printed text or 
handWritten responses. 

[0066] In the second stage, predetermined marks are 
located Within the image. These marks can be timing tracks 
such as used With traditional OMR, and/or location marks or 
“key marks” to provide reference points anchoring the 
response positions. While these timing marks and key marks 
are typically solid rectangles, the system can utiliZe other 
printing on the form including text, graphics, or, in the case 
of color images, even the targets printed to shoW the 
respondent Where the marks are to be made. Once these 
marks are located, the observed locations of these marks and 
the “expected” locations of these marks are used to calculate 
parameters to shoW the overall horiZontal and vertical shift 
of the image relative to its expected location, calculate 
parameters to shoW the “skeW” of the image, and calculate 
parameters to shoW the stretch or shrink in vertical and 
horiZontal dimensions. Together these parameters are 
referred to as the “Key Mark Parameters”. 

[0067] The Sheet Position Parameters and the Key Mark 
Parameters are used to adjust the expected locations of OMR 
response areas to the actual positions of response areas 
Within the image, in effect adjusting each location from its 
expected position to its actual position Within the image. In 
the preferred embodiment, the expected locations are 
derived from information in the PRMs. The process of 
calculating the locations need not be done for all possible 
OMR locations Within the form, but need only be done When 
it is necessary to determine Whether there is an intended 
mark in a speci?c OMR response location. 

[0068] In certain circumstances, such as When a document 
has been scanned With unreliable uniformity of speed 
through the scanner, an extra step may be added. In this step, 
the form is checked for inconsistencies in the number of 
lines scanned per inch of the form. When a form is moving 
sloWly, there are relatively more scan lines per inch, and 
When the form is moving quickly, there are relatively feWer 
scan lines per inch. By using timing tracks, multiple marks 
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spaced from the top to the bottom of the form, or by using 
evenly spaced “speed tracks”, calculations are made to 
identify non-uniformity in the number of scan lines per inch, 
and special “Speed Parameters” are calculated and saved to 
make appropriate adjustments in the expected location of 
OMR response positions. Such an extra step is most likely 
to be required When the document has been scanned by an 
inexpensive scanner that moves the paper past the read 
mechanism such as When the document is scanned by a 
facsimile machine. 

[0069] While the preferred embodiment of this patent uses 
“Sheet Position Parameters”, “Key Mark Parameters”, and 
“Speed Parameters” to adjust the locations of the anticipated 
OMR response positions, other classi?cations of parameters 
can be calculated and used to accomplish the same results. 

[0070] Reading a Mark: 

[0071] The invention provides a better system of deter 
mining Whether the respondent intended a mark. 

[0072] In the preferred implementation, either before the 
locations are set or after, normaliZation parameters are set 
for each hardWare pixel used. If the hardWare provides 
uniformity in the pixels throughout the form and over all 
sheets processed, normaliZation parameters can be set to 
default values. If the hardWare and paper provide consistent 
results from sheet to sheet, the normaliZation parameters can 
be set based on one or more reference sheets. Normally, 
hoWever, the normaliZation parameters are set by a normal 
iZation routine processed on each sheet. 

[0073] During the normaliZation routine, the range of 
values is examined for each pixel corresponding to the 
hardWare image capture device. Covering, for example, one 
inch of the form, the normaliZation routine identi?es the 
“Whitest White” and the “darkest black” values for each 
pixel. These values are then adjusted to prevent such param 
eters from being overly extreme and are stored as the 
normaliZation parameters. For each hardWare pixel, these 
parameters are used to convert the “raW” values obtained 
from the hardWare into “normalized” values. When applied 
to an entire sheet, these normaliZation parameters make 
unmarked areas in the sheet uniformly White While making 
the darkest marks uniformly black. 

[0074] When pixels are processed for any function except 
locating the physical document, the normaliZed values are 
used so that variances in the paper, light source, hardWare 
receptors, and the like are compensated for, leaving only 
variations due to the relative presence or absence of a mark 
for each pixel. If bi-tonal values are required, such normal 
iZed pixels can be converted into bi-tonal values through the 
use of a single cutoff value: all normaliZed pixels “lighter” 
than the cutoff are set to White, and all normaliZed pixels 
“darker” than the cutoff are set to black. 

[0075] The system can use tWo inks in the same manner as 
With traditional OMR. The ?rst ink is used to locate the 
targets or response positions for the respondent, and the 
second color is used to print the key marks, track marks, 
form identi?cation marks, and the like. When tWo inks are 
used, they must be in registration With each other. Unlike 
traditional OMR, hoWever, the tWo inks do not have to be 
precisely aligned With a reference edge of the paper. 

[0076] When the image is in color, the system can utiliZe 
a single color both for location key marks or tracks, and for 
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de?ning the targets. For example, using a form printed in red 
ink only, the identi?cation of marks or tracks can be based 
on the absorption of red light While the determination of 
marks Within the OMR response positions can be done 
excluding consideration of red. 

[0077] The system uses the located OMR response posi 
tion to de?ne the center of the OMR response area. Then, 
using parameters to set the height, Width, and other charac 
teristics of the response area around the center of the that 
same response area, the system uses the pixels Within the 
area to determine the relative “intensity” of the mark. This 
intensity can utiliZe both the percentage of the pixels Which 
individually indicate the presence of a mark, and/or the 
relative darkness of individual pixels Within the area. 

[0078] The methods described herein permit signi?cant 
savings in the design and production of response forms This 
means that printed key marks and response targets need only 
be relatively close to the locations de?ned in the Prede?ned 
Read Matrix. In the initial implementation of this invention, 
deviations of up to 0.125 inches are acceptable for the 
overall placement of the form and variations of 15% or more 
in height/Width of the overall image are acceptable. Across 
the columns of response positions on a given line, the 
response positions should be uniformly spaced. When tim 
ing tracks are used, each line of response positions should be 
at right angles to the line of the successive timing marks. 
When timing tracks are not used, the lines of response 
positions should be uniformly spaced Within a section 
de?ned by a PRM. When tWo colors are used, the design 
should have proper registration among the colors. 

[0079] For traditional OMR, only specialiZed printing 
plants are capable of consistently and reliably producing 
quality scannable documents because of the strict require 
ments of registration and dimensionality. In order to meet 
the strict standards of traditional OMR forms, almost all 
forms are printed using multi-station Web presses and spe 
cial papers. With the improvements in this invention, stan 
dard printing presses can be used. Most professional printers 
are capable of keeping tWo or more colors of ink properly in 
register and a Wide variety of multi-color printing presses 
can produce forms applicable for this invention. Forms can 
be printed using continuous printing techniques or cut-sheet 
techniques. Forms can be printed on paper already trimmed 
to the ?nal siZe, printed and trimmed to ?nal siZe at the same 
time, or printed and subsequently trimmed to siZe. Forms 
printed on both sides can have both sides printed during a 
single run, can be done by Work-and-turn, or can be printed 
at different times. 

[0080] For very small quantities of forms, inexpensive 
color inkjet printers and/or color laser printers can be used 
in lieu of professionally printed forms. Scannable docu 
ments are designed and printed With primarily red ink 
de?ning the targets and ink With substantial blue, black, or 
green components used to print the key marks. Respondents 
can then mark the form With blue, black, or green pen, 
ballpoint, pencil or marker. Once the forms have been ?lled 
in, they are scanned using a monochrome image scanner 
With hardWare set to process visual spectrum light excluding 
red. As a result, the response targets that are printed in red 
do not appear in the digitiZed image of the form but the key 
marks and respondent marks do appear in the digitiZed 
image. Alternatively, a color scanner can be used to read the 
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form and softWare used to ?lter out the red ink used to shoW 
the respondent Where to make the desired mark. 

[0081] For larger quantities, most professional printers are 
capable of keeping tWo or more colors of ink properly in 
register and a Wide variety of multi-color printing presses 
can produce forms applicable for this invention. With the use 
of color scanners, even greater savings can be realiZed as the 
scannable document can be printed in a single ink color, or 
in multiple colors With little regard to color registration. In 
the preferred embodiment of this invention, both the key 
marks and the target response positions are printed using a 
single color, speci?cally red or near-red. In the step to 
identify the key marks, softWare settings are set so that red 
or near-red marks appear as dark pixels in the set of 
normaliZed pixels. Once the key marks are located, and prior 
to determining Whether there are marks made by the respon 
dent, the softWare settings for normaliZation are changed so 
that the red or near red areas on the form appear as unmarked 
pixels in the set of normaliZed pixels. While the preferred 
implementation of this process is based on red, other colors 
can be used in a similar manner. 

[0082] This process, then, means that there is only one 
critical color in the document. If a second color is used, it 
need not be in registration With the ?rst. Such forms can be 
inexpensively produced using any means above as Well as 
With single color presses. Even if tWo or more colors are 
required, the additional second colors can be added at the 
same time or at a later time. All of the production options 
listed above are available so that the least expensive printing 
techniques can be selected. 

[0083] Barcode Conversion: 

[0084] The same procedures used to locate the OMR 
response positions can be used to locate barcodes to be 
converted into text. Once the area that should contain a 
barcode is located, the OMR response positions Within that 
area can be converted and checked for the presence of a 

mark in that area as shoWn in Poor (US. Pat. No. 5,452,379). 

[0085] OCR: 

[0086] The same procedures to locate the OMR response 
positions can be used to locate areas containing machine 
printed text characters to be converted into text. Once the 
area that should contain printed text characters is located, the 
OMR response positions Within that area can be converted 
and checked for the presence of a mark in that area as shoWn 

by Poor (US. Pat. No. 5,452,379). 

[0087] Handprint Recognition: 
[0088] The same procedures to locate the OMR response 
positions can be advantageously used to locate areas con 
taining handWritten characters that need to be converted into 
text. Once the area that should contain handWritten charac 
ters has been located, the OMR response positions Within 
that area can be converted and checked for the presence of 
a mark in that area as shoWn by Poor (US. Pat. No. 

5,452,379). 
[0089] Clipped Images: 

[0090] The same procedures to locate the OMR response 
positions can be advantageously used to locate areas con 
taining images that need to be saved. Such “clipped” images 
can be used for a variety of applications including security 
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such as veri?cation of signatures, “key from image” data 
entry, and the scoring of open-ended assessments as shoWn 
by Poor (US. Pat. No. 5,672,060). Once the area that should 
contain the image is identi?ed, the OMR response positions 
Within that area can be converted and checked for the 
presence of a mark in that area as shoWn by Poor (US. Pat. 

No. 5,452,379). 
[0091] PRM Speci?cations for Response Forms: 

[0092] Apreliminary stage in the assessment testing is to 
design the response forms. The general characteristics of the 
form are speci?ed by one or more PRM (Predetermined 
Read Matrix) speci?cations. Then forms are printed corre 
sponding to the PRM(s) and the characteristics of the 
hardWare that Will be used to scan the forms. 

[0093] FIG. 2 shoWs examples of tWo basic types of PRM 
speci?cations. The PRM in the left column de?nes “track 
based” de?nitions, While the PRM in the right column 
de?nes a matrix of response positions anchored to speci?c 
key marks encompassing three sections of the form. The 
initial portion speci?es global information for the PRM 
including the siZe of the key marks and the siZe of each 
OMR response area. Then, for each section Within the PRM, 
a separate PRM Section is de?ned specifying horiZontal and 
vertical locations of key marks and OMR response posi 
tions. For the track-based PRM, the number of roWs is 
derived from the number of track-marks identi?ed and the 
vertical location of each response positions is de?ned rela 
tive to the center of the corresponding timing track. For the 
matrix-based PRM, the number of roWs and columns are 
both speci?ed for each section and a matrix of OMR 
response positions is anchored relative to the key marks. 

[0094] The initial implementation provides extreme ?ex 
ibility in the de?nition of PRMs. PRMs can be based on 
timing tracks and track-based roWs of OMR responses, key 
marks and matrix speci?cations of OMR responses, or a 
combination of both on the same form. The number of OMR 
response positions across the form can vary in different PRM 
sections Within the same form. The same area can even be 

de?ned as containing OMR response positions from tWo or 
more different PRM section de?nitions. 

[0095] Turning noW to FIG. 3, the ?rst part of the ?gure 
shoWs improperly made response marks that Will not be 
recogniZed as intended marks by traditional OMR devices or 
by an image scanning system When using only the PRM 
speci?ed in designing the form. HoWever, a larger area of 
interest on the form can be de?ned With multiple PRMs. The 
section of the form shoWn can be processed using a second 
PRM With oversided OMR response areas. If no mark is 
found in any of the valid response positions using the 
smaller response positions corresponding to the printed 
targets, the oversiZe response positions can be interrogated 
using the second PRM to identify possible intended marks 
such as those shoWn. 

[0096] As shoWn in FIG. 5, timing tracks and key marks 
may be rectangular (6), or may be other printed elements 
such as text (7), logos (8), or decorative elements 

[0097] As long as the printed form corresponds to the 
appropriate PRM and the dimensions are close (approxi 
mately 15%), the system described herein can compensate 
for deviations from expected location in terms of overall 
placement on the sheet, alignment to the sheet, and siZe of 
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the printed form in horiZontal and vertical dimensions. 
When forms are printed on both sides, each side is treated 
independently so that there are no constraints concerning the 
alignment of the front to the back. 

[0098] Capturing a DigitiZed Image of a Sheet: 

[0099] As shoWn in FIG. 1, the completed form is scanned 
by the optical scanner and a digitiZed image of the com 
pleted form is captured. In a preferred embodiment, a 
scanner should capture pixels With at least 120 pixels across 
the form and captures roWs of pixels at at least 120 roWs per 
inch doWn the form. In an embodiment using infra-red 
scanning, each pixel is captured as a gray scale from 0 to 
255, Where 0 represents a pixel location Where essentially all 
of the infrared light Was absorbed, and 255 represents a 
location Where essentially all of the infrared light Was 
re?ected off of the form into the scanning device. In an 
embodiment using full color visual spectrum, fall color 
images are typically stored as triads of values With separate 
values for red, blue, and green or for cyan, magenta, and 
yelloW, With each value stored as an intensity varying from 
0 to 255. 

[0100] The captured image is stored in RAM of the host 
computer or Within memory of the scanning device. Pixels 
are extracted as needed from the captured images. Adensity 
of 120 DPI is preferred, although the hardWare can scan and 
capture the image in some other density such as 200 DPI, 
240 DPI, or 300 DPI. When an image is captured at 240 DPI 
there are four times as many pixels in the image as in the 
preferred DPI, and When an image is captured at 300 DPI, 
there are more than six times as many pixels. 

[0101] When the image is captured at 120 DPI, the extrac 
tion routine merely points to the ?rst requested pixel Within 
the captured image. If, hoWever, the image is captured at any 
other density, the extraction routine selectively sets a vector 
of pixels as they Would have been if the form had been 
scanned at 120 DPI and returns a pointer to the vector. The 
process to extract such pixels uses standard imaging tech 
niques, but, because the image itself is not converted, this 
process uses only a fraction of the time that Would be needed 
either to convert the entire image to a 120 DPI representation 
of the captured image, or to utiliZe all of the captured pixels 
for the procedures. 

[0102] In converting from one metric to another in image 
processing it is desirable to use Weighted or interpolated 
values. The process used in this invention uses unmodi?ed 
captured pixels as often as possible to reduce computational 
requirements. FIG. 6 shoWs pixel extraction rules for 120, 
200, 240 and 300 DPI. For 200 DPI, tWo sets of rules are 
shoWn. The ?rst, the RaW Pixel Method, provides rapid 
extraction With some distortion. The second uses Weighting, 
or interpolation procedures. A similar method could be used 
for 300 DPI, but the distortion caused by using only the raW 
pixel method to convert to 120 DPI is minimal. 

[0103] If, for design or technical reasons, the form is 
designed to be read through the scanner upside doWn, the 
system is noti?ed that the form is “?ipped”. For ?ipped 
images, the system automatically adjusts the pixels that are 
returned to go from the bottom up, from left to right, so that 
the image processed is upside up. HoWever, processing is 
signi?cantly faster if the forms are turned upside-up With 
appropriate PRMs for upside up processing, rather than 
using the computational cycles to “?ip” the form. 
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[0104] Hardware Skew: 

[0105] Some scanners capture a slightly distorted image in 
Which the right side of each line represents a location on the 
original document slightly higher or loWer than that on the 
left side. This can be caused by a read mechanism that is not 
at right angles to the path of the paper, or may be a function 
of the time it takes to sample the pixels across one line of the 
image. In a preferred embodiment of this invention, such 
hardWare skeW is detected through processing of unaltered 
captured images, and then an appropriate skeW parameter is 
entered into the system to adjust the expected locations of 
response targets. The default value of the skeW parameter is 
Zero. The observed value can be entered in the control.INI 
?le or manually entered into the system settings as the 
number of pixels shifted up (positive) or doWn (negative) 
per inch, Which is equivalent to the number shifted per 120 
pixels. This value is stored as a Sheet Position Parameter. 

[0106] Locating the Edges of the Form: 

[0107] Unless provided directly by the scanning hardWare, 
the ?rst process applied to a scanned image is to locate the 
image of the scanned sheet Within the total pixel scan, as 
shoWn in FIG. 1 Some scanners Will start to store the 
image before the start of the form and continue beyond the 
end of the form, While others Will only store lines of image 
data When the form itself is detected by the hardWare. If not 
available from the hardWare, the top and bottom edges of the 
form are located using standard imaging techniques, such as 
by interrogating the captured pixel values at approximately 
1‘ intervals spread out from the middle of the captured image 
traversing the captured image from the top doWn and from 
the bottom up. The location of the top and bottom edges of 
the form are saved as Sheet Position Parameters. 

[0108] After the top and bottom of the form are located, 
the left and right edges of the form are located. Many 
scanners Will store an image based on a ?xed number of 
pixels Which normally extend beyond the edges of the form 
itself. The left and right edges of the form are located using 
standard imaging techniques, such as interrogating the cap 
tured pixel values for tWo lines near the top and also for tWo 
lines near the bottom and traversing the captured image from 
the left edge to the right and from the right edge to the left 
as shoWn in FIG. 7 (11). Once the left and right edges have 
been located, the leftmost and rightmost extremes (12 and 
13) are saved as Sheet Position Parameters. 

[0109] The skeW of the sheet is calculated and saved as a 
Sheet Position Parameter for the left and right edges. For the 
left edge, the horiZontal skeW can be de?ned as the change 
in the location of the edge from left to right in terms of the 
number of pixels of change per inch Which is equivalent to 
the number of pixels shifted left or right per 120 lines. The 
vertical skeW can be de?ned as the change in location of the 
top of the ?rm from top to bottom in terms of the number of 
pixels per inch Which is equivalent to the number of pixels 
shifted up or doWn per 120 pixels. The horiZontal and 
vertical skeW are stored as Sheet Position Parameters. 

[0110] Speed: 
[0111] In most cases, the scanning systems provide a fairly 
uniform speed of the paper though the scanner. If needed, 
hoWever, speed adjustments can be made as shoWn in FIG. 
1 In the preferred implementation of the invention, 
adjustments for the speed of the paper are performed prior 
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to normaliZation and the identi?cation of key marks, even 
though a given mark may be used for both speed and as a key 
mark or track mark for a PRM. 

[0112] If adjustments for speed are required, the system 
locates the speed indicators on the form using standard 
imaging techniques, primarily edge detection based on a 
linear ramp traversing the form from the top line of captured 
image to the bottom line of captured image. The line on 
Which a speed indicator ?rst occurs is recorded. If the 
difference betWeen the recorded lines is constant for each 
successive speed indicator, then the speed of the form Was 
uniform. If there are deviations, then the speed increased or 
decreased as the form Was scanned and speed adjustments 
are needed. 

[0113] If speed adjustments are needed based on the 
observed deviations, a lookup table is constructed shoWing 
a roW number Within the captured images to be retrieved for 
each “nominal” roW Within the captured image, and the table 
is stored as a Sheet Parameter. When the image is captured 
in a density higher than 120 lines per inch, this adjustment 
is made by adjusting Which lines in the captured image are 
retrieved to provide a 120 lines per inch equivalent. 

[0114] By determining any speed adjustment prior to 
normaliZation, the system ensures that normaliZation pro 
cesses Will be determined by and applied to the same 
retrieved captured pixels that Will be used for subsequent 
processing. 

[0115] NormaliZe Pixels on the Sheet: 

[0116] Normalization is a process through Which the dark 
ness value of pixels Within the captured images are adjusted 
so that White paper is represented by the same value through 
out the form and black marking is represented by the same 
value throughout the form. 

[0117] If the hardWare provides uniform pixel representa 
tion, this step can be bypassed. OtherWise normaliZation 
parameters can be ?xed using a con?guration process, or, as 
shoWn in FIG. 2 (5), recalculated for each sheet. In the 
preferred implementation, each sheet is normaliZed by 
examining a series of lines from near the top for approxi 
mately one inch. Based on this investigation, the highest 
(closest to White) value is calculated for each pixel Within 
the range of pixels for Which normaliZation is needed. This 
same process could be used to determine the black end of the 
normaliZation range. 

[0118] To perform the normaliZation, each pixel is 
assigned to a prede?ned lookup table. Each lookup table has 
a different number of entries: the loWest entry is Zero for 
black, and the highest entry is 255 for White. A pixel is 
assigned to the table With the number of entries correspond 
ing to the difference betWeen the highest and loWest pixel 
values as determined above. To convert an observed pixel 
into a normaliZed value, the deviation from the loWest value 
is used as an index into the table and the value at that entry 
is the normaliZed value. This process permits a rapid con 
version from captured images into normaliZed values. 

[0119] It is only necessary to normaliZe those pixels that 
are actually used for subsequent processing, and the actual 
conversion to a normaliZed value is only performed When it 
is required. The preferred implementation determines the 
normaliZation parameters, ie the loWest and highest values 
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and the appropriate lookup table, for all pixels Within the 
range of pixels for Which normalization is needed. 

[0120] For the remainder of the operations, a special 
function retrieves vectors of pixels from the captured 
images. In the preferred implementation, this function 
returns a pointer to a vector of normaliZed pixels at 102 DPI 
using the extraction procedures shoWn in FIG. 12 and the 
normaliZation procedures outlined above. If the scanner 
normaliZes the pixels, the function returns a pointer based on 
the captured images. OtherWise the function creates a vector 
of pixels Which are captured image pixels normaliZed as just 
described. 

[0121] Calculate Area of Interest Location Parameters: 

[0122] An aspect of this invention is determining the 
location of OMR response areas and other areas of interest 
in the captured image. This process is controlled through the 
stored PRMs. Locations Within the PRM are speci?ed rela 
tive to the top of the form and relative to the right or left edge 
of the form. The top of the form is located at position “0”, 
and most vertical positions are speci?ed relative to the top 
in units of 120 per inch. If relative to the left edge, the left 
edge is located at position “0” and all horiZontal positions 
are speci?ed relative to the left in units of 120 per inch. If 
relative to the right edge, the right edge is assigned position 
“0” and all horiZontal positions are speci?ed as negative 
deviations from the edge in units of 120 per inch. Within the 
PRM, there are one or more sections that are de?ned in terms 

of tracks or in terms of multiple key marks that anchor any 
given area. Each section of the PRM is processed separately. 

[0123] Based on the active PRM, ‘expected’ locations are 
determined for key marks or timing tracks, and the system 
adjusts these expected locations through the Sheet Position 
Parameters as shoWn in FIG. 1 (7), and then processes the 
captured image to locate the key marks or timing tracks in 
the adjusted area. 

[0124] Once the key marks or timing tracks are located, 
their locations are used to set Key Mark Parameters Which 
include overall deviation from expected location, vertical 
skeW, horiZontal skeW, vertical location stretch, and hori 
Zontal stretch. Different Key Mark Parameters are calculated 
depending upon the characteristic of the PRM section being 
processed. 

[0125] If the section is based on timing tracks, the section 
typically contains only one “key mark” speci?cation—that 
of the timing track. For the timing track, the vertical position 
is speci?ed as Zero, indicating that it can appear anyWhere 
vertically in the form. The horiZontal position sets the 
nominal distance (in 120 DPI) from the left edge (positive 
value) or the right edge (negative value). Additional param 
eters set the critical edge position of the track as its left edge, 
right edge, or center. Based on the nominal distance from an 
edge, the system examines the captured image for the 
presence of a timing track starting at the top of the captured 
image and traversing doWn. The examination is done at 
several points to the left and right of the nominal location to 
account for the possibility of the track being shifted to the 
left or right of its expected position. When a track is located, 
its exact position is determined by standard image process 
ing techniques. Each time a track is identi?ed, the expected 
horiZontal location is changed to the observed location prior 
to searching for the next track. Additionally, the skeW in the 
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Sheet Position Parameters can be used to adjust the expected 
location of timing tracks by adjusting the expected location 
left or right based on the value of the location skeW. 

[0126] Once all of the timing tracks have been located, the 
skeW or tilt of the captured image is calculated based on the 
change in the horiZontal position of the tracks at the top to 
the horiZontal position of the tracks at the bottom. While 
there are several methods to calculate such a skeW, in the 
preferred embodiment, the skeW is calculated based to the 
?rst and last timing track only and this “track skeW” is 
expressed as the number of pixels that the tracks drift left 
(negative) or right (positive) per inch Which is the same as 
per 120 lines. 

[0127] Once the “track skeW” is identi?ed, it is used in 
conjunction With the hardWare skeW to determine the ver 
tical skeW. Since each line of OMR positions should be at 
right angles to the line of timing tracks, the vertical positions 
should go up (positive) or doWn (negative) at the same rate 
that the horiZontal positions shift right or left so that the total 
vertical skeW is the sum of the track skeW plus the hardWare 
skeW. 

[0128] Enhanced Timing Tracks: 

[0129] In the standard timing track processing, the vertical 
spacing of the OMR response positions and other areas of 
interest are based on the observed locations of the timing 
tracks. The horiZontal spacing, hoWever, is based primarily 
on ?xed values. In a preferred implementation of the inven 
tion, these ?xed values are stored in the PRM section 
speci?cations. Further, the vertical skeW is derived from the 
horiZontal skeW. An enhanced version of timing track pro 
cessing includes methods to observe the horiZontal spacing 
and the vertical skeW. 

[0130] In the preferred implementation, these observa 
tions are based on the additional key marks in the PRM 
section de?nition, typically located at the opposite edge of 
the form from the timing tracks. As shoWn in FIG. 8 (14a 
and 14b), these additional key marks are typically mirror the 
?rst (15) and last (16) timing mark. The vertical deviation 
from the ?rst timing track to the corresponding opposite 
edge key mark is used to determine the vertical skeW. The 
distance from the timing track to the opposite edge key mark 
is used to shoW the horiZontal deviation from expectation 
over that distance, and is used to calculate a horiZontal 
stretch adjustment. These calculated parameters are stored 
as Key Mark Parameters. 

[0131] Matrix Based PRM: 

[0132] For a matrix based PRM, both the vertical and 
horiZontal stretch and skeW are based on observations. 
Multiple key marks are speci?ed, typically at the top and 
bottom of an area and With marks near both the left and right 
edges such as shoWn in FIG. 6b. In the preferred embodi 
ment, section de?nitions Within the active PRM specify the 
locations of the key marks relative to the top of the form and 
relative to the left or right edge of the form. As With the 
track-based processing, based on the PRM speci?ed distance 
from an edge, the system examines the captured image for 
the presence of the key marks starting at the vertical position 
speci?ed in the PRM and traversing up and doWn Within the 
captured image to account for the possibility that the mark 
may be in the captured image higher or loWer than expected. 
The examination is done at several points to the left and right 
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of the speci?ed location to account for the possibility of the 
key mark being shifted to the left or right of its expected 
position. When a key mark is located, its exact position is 
determined by standard image processing techniques. Each 
time a key mark is identi?ed, its deviations from its expected 
horiZontal and vertical locations are stored and the expected 
horiZontal and vertical locations of subsequent key marks 
are adjusted accordingly. Additionally, the skeW in the Sheet 
Position Parameters can be advantageously used to adjust 
the expected location of key marks by adjusting the expected 
location left or right, up or doWn. 

[0133] Once the key marks are located, their observed 
locations and deviations from the “expected” locations can 
be used to set the Key Mark Parameters including horiZontal 
and vertical stretch and skeW. 

[0134] Locating OMR Response Locations: 

[0135] As shoWn in FIG. 1 (8), based on the appropriate 
PRM section, the nominal location of each OMR response 
position is speci?ed. Then this nominal location is adjusted 
by using the calculated parameters so that the expected 
location of the OMR response position Within the captured 
image is knoWn. 

[0136] Timing Track PRM Section: 

[0137] For timing track based PRM sections, nominal 
locations of the OMR positions corresponding to each track 
mark are calculated based on the vertical location of the 
timing track and the PRM section de?nition. For each OMR 
response position corresponding to a timing track, the nomi 
nal vertical position is the vertical position of the track plus 
the offset speci?ed in the PRM speci?cation. The horiZontal 
position of each OMR response position is calculated from 
the PRM de?nition in terms of pixels (at 120 DPI) from the 
reference edge and adjusted right or left by the deviation of 
the timing track from its expected position to its observed 
horiZontal location. The same procedures are used to obtain 
the nominal OMR locations for enhanced timing track PRM 
sections. 

[0138] Matrix Based PRM Section: 

[0139] For matrix based PRM sections, nominal locations 
of the OMR positions are based on the location of the 
upper-left key mark and the settings in the PRM section 
de?nition. The horiZontal nominal location of each OMR 
response position is calculated from the PRM de?nition in 
terms of pixels (at 120 DPI) from the reference edge and 
adjusted right or left by the deviation of the ?rst key mark 
from its expected position to its observed horiZontal loca 
tion. The vertical nominal location of each OMR response 
position is calculated from the PRM de?nition in terms of 
pixels (at 120 DPI) from the top edge and adjusted up or 
doWn by the deviation of the ?rst key mark from its expected 
position to its observed vertical location. 

[0140] Locating OMR Response Positions in the Image: 

[0141] In the preferred embodiment, tWo steps are 
required to obtain a desired “goodness of mark” for any 
speci?ed OMR position. First the location of the response 
area Within the captured image must be found, and then the 
“goodness of mark” must be calculated based on the nor 
maliZed pixels Within that located area 

[0142] The “nominal” location of each OMR response 
position is determined by the active PRM for the captured 
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image as described above. Once the nominal locations are 
located, for each OMR position, the actual horiZontal and 
vertical locations are set by adjusting the nominal locations 
by the calculated parameters including the Sheet Position 
Parameters, the Speed Parameters, and the Key Mark 
Parameters. These parameters permit adjustment for hori 
Zontal and vertical stretch and skeW as Well as adjustments 
for the location of the form Within the captured image. 

[0143] The calculation of the nominal positions can be 
performed prior to applying the location parameters, or the 
?nal expected locations can be calculated using information 
from the PRMs and the location parameters concurrently. 
The separate calculation of nominal locations is provided for 
ease in explanation, and, in the preferred implementation, 
only the ?nal expected location Within the image is calcu 
lated. 

[0144] The calculation of the ?nal locations of each OMR 
response position can be done for all OMR response posi 
tions at one time, or the calculation can be deferred until a 
particular OMR response position is needed. In the preferred 
embodiment, the ?nal locations for all OMR response posi 
tions are set immediately after locating the appropriate 
timing tracks and/or key marks. In applications With sparse 
use of OMR response positions, it may be faster to defer 
such calculations until needed. 

[0145] Determine Mark Values of OMR Response Posi 
tions: 

[0146] In the preferred embodiment, each possible OMR 
response position is de?ned as a matrix of roWs and columns 
and represented in a tWo-dimensional array of values. Upon 
reading the sheet, each value is set to an “unde?ned” state. 
If the application requires processing of a particular 
response position With the corresponding array value set as 
unde?ned, its “goodness of mar ” or “intensity” is calcu 
lated using the methods shoWn beloW and stored in the array. 
Subsequent references to the OMR position use the stored 
value. With this procedure, only those OMR positions that 
are needed by the application program are converted to 
values. For most sheets processed, then, only a small minor 
ity of OMR read positions ever get converted into “goodness 
of mark” or “intensity” values, yielding signi?cant compu 
tational savings. Once an intensity value is determined, that 
value is saved and referenced if it is needed subsequently 
rather than determining the value a second time. In appli 
cations Where a given OMR response position is rarely 
referenced more than one time, it may be more efficient to 
not save the determined values but recalculate the OMR 
intensity value each time it is referenced. 

[0147] As shoWn in FIG. 1 (9), the mark value is deter 
mined by the pixels “near” the center of the OMR response 
position. Based on the PRM, each OMR response area is 
de?ned as a sub matrix of pixels Within the captured image, 
With the Width given as the number of pixels, and the height 
given as the number of consecutive number or roWs of 
pixels. In the preferred embodiment, the response area is 
centered around the ?nal response position Within the cap 
tured image, 

[0148] Pixels Within this area are classi?ed by their prox 
imity to the center of the OMR response area as shoWn in 
FIG. 9 With the area composing a set number of roWs and 
columns. In the example, each OMR response position 
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consists of 9 roWs and 9 pixels. The count of the number of 
pixels in the response area de?ne the “total pixel area”. A 
vector of Weights (17) is provided that is applied to each 
pixel’s horiZontal and vertical proximity to the center of the 
OMR position. In the example, pixels near the center have 
more Weight than those farther from the center. One alter 
native table With all unity values Would give all pixels 
throughout the total pixel area the same Weight. A lookup 
table is provided to convert each normaliZed pixel value 
(from 0 to 255) to an OMR contribution value (from 0 to 15). 
Each pixel Within the response position is converted to an 
OMR contribution value Which is multiplied by both the 
horiZontal and vertical Weight for its position relative to the 
center of the OMR response positions. The product of the 
horiZontal and vertical Weights are shoWn for the pixel 
Weight table given for each pixel in the pixel area (18). The 
sum of all such Weighted contribution values is calculated. 
At the same time that the sum is calculated, counters are 
incremented to get the number of pixels Within prede?ned 
ranges such as no mark, light, medium, and dark. The ?nal 
“intensity” value for the OMR read position can be derived 
from any of a multitude of formulas using these accumula 
tions. 

[0149] In the preferred implementation, the intensity 
determination utiliZes only the sum of the Weighted contri 
bution values as a percentage of the maximum possible sum 
With the percentage converted to a ?nal value through the 
use of a lookup table. The siZe, Weights, and lookup tables 
can be adjusted so that this procedure closely approximates 
any traditional OMR device. 

[0150] An alternative ?nal value based on the extent of 
marks Within the response area utiliZes counters of pixels 
that are medium or dark converted to a percentage of the 
total pixel area and then converted to a ?nal value through 
the use of a lookup table. The siZe of the response, the 
speci?cations for What constitutes a “medium” or “dark” 
pixel, and the lookup tables can be adjusted so that this 
procedure closely approximates and bi-tonal image to OMR 
procedure. 
[0151] The particular formula or procedure used to deter 
mine the ?nal intensity value for each OMR read position 
depends on the particular application, the instructions to 
respondents on hoW to mark the form, the read character 
istics of the hardWare, and other considerations. The advan 
tage of the current invention is that it provides a structure in 
Which such determinations can be easily made and tested 
Within the softWare used. 

[0152] Locating Other Areas of Interest: 
[0153] For other areas of interest, such as those containing 
barcodes, machine printed text for OCR, handprint charac 
ters, or areas for clipped image storage, the controlling 
program must specify the “expected” location of the area of 
interest. In the preferred embodiment, the location informa 
tion is given as the upper left coordinates and the loWer right 
coordinates. The vertical component is expressed as the 
number of lines from the top of the form (in 120 DPI units). 
The horiZontal component is expressed as the distance in 
pixels from the left edge of the form (if positive), or the right 
edge of the form (if negative) in 120 DPI units. 
[0154] The system applies the location parameters to these 
expected coordinates to derive the actual locations of the 
upper-left and loWer-right coordinates of the area of interest 
in the captured image. 
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[0155] Once the barcode area has been located as de?ned 
above, several aspects of this invention can be utiliZed to 
reduce computational time needed to decode the series of 
dark and White bars into text characters. The ?rst aspect that 
saves computational time is in having the controlling pro 
gram limit the area of the sheet in Which a barcode may be 
located so that feWer pixels need to be examined. 

[0156] If custom barcode processing is implemented, this 
invention permits rapid identi?cation of bars through normal 
image processing edge detection techniques. Such a proce 
dure can be applied to the raW pixels or to the normaliZed 
pixels. Alternatively, the bars can be located by treating each 
pixel as bi-tonal, i.e. on (black) or off (White). In addition to 
providing raW pixels and normaliZed pixels, the system can 
provide vectors of bi-tonal representations of pixels. In the 
preferred embodiment, pixels are quickly converted to bi 
tonal format by applying a single value cutoff to the nor 
maliZed pixel: values at or above the cutoff being set as 
White and values beloW the cutoff being set as black. The 
system, then, can provide vectors of pixels to be converted 
into sequences of bars, and then the pattern of the bars can 
be converted into text. 

[0157] An alternative procedure is to create an image 
suitable for a commercially available barcode softWare to 
decode. Such an image can be created in the host computer 
RAM and passed to a separate process to be converted into 
text. Typically such commercially available softWare 
requires that the image containing the barcode be bi-tonal. 
Using the single cutoff procedure described above, the 
system can provide a derived black and White image of the 
area of interest. In the preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion, the image Will normally be created using the roWs of 
pixels and columns of pixels as found in the captured image. 
When there is any skeW or stretch in the captured image, the 
same skeW and/or stretch Will appear in the created bi-tonal 
image. 

[0158] Processing OCR Areas: 

[0159] Once an area containing machine printed text for 
OCR has been located as de?ned above, several aspects of 
this invention can be utiliZed to reduce computational time 
needed to decode the printed material into text characters. 
The ?rst aspect that saves computational time is in having 
the controlling program limit the area of the sheet in Which 
OCR characters may be located so that feWer pixels need to 
be examined. 

[0160] In the preferred embodiment, the system creates an 
image of the area of interest suitable for a commercially 
available OCR softWare to decode. The image is created in 
the host computer RAM and passed to a separate process to 
be converted into text. Typically such commercially avail 
able softWare requires that the image be bi-tonal. In the 
preferred embodiment, pixels are quickly converted to bi 
tonal format by applying a single value cutoff to the nor 
maliZed pixel: values at or above the cutoff being set as 
White and values beloW the cutoff being set as black. In the 
preferred embodiment of the invention, the image is nor 
mally created using the roWs of pixels and columns of pixels 
as found in the captured image. When there is any skeW or 
stretch in the captured image, the same skeW and/or stretch 
Will appear in the created bi-tonal image. 

[0161] The system provides an opportunity for improved 
OCR. In some cases, smudges or light areas Within the 














